1.) Update on a few items from last week
   a. Blacklist demo using Kuiper
      i. Initial diagrams published to wiki @ Core WG page
      1. https://wiki.edgexfoundry.org/display/FA/Core+Working+Group
      ii. Trevor still has deliverable for ADR to follow.
      iii. Misc questions
          1. Should we implement a default blacklist handler function in AppFunc SDK?
          2. Does DS SDK provide a blacklisted device cache?
          iv. Discussion boiled down to whether or not automatic removal of the device if it’s in the blacklist is included in the notion of “dynamic discovery”
              1. Tony: No
              2. Trevor: Yes
              3. Deferring discussion to Monday’s pre-wire meeting
   b. Config-seed removal and Java rules-engine
      i. Jim audited the configuration files in repo compared to config-seed/properties files.
ii. Issue tracking recommended fixes [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/support-rulesengine/issues/68](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/support-rulesengine/issues/68)

c. Configuration changes
   i. Service key changes per edgex-go PR #2401 were rolled back.

2.) Config-seed ADR review
   a. [https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/103](https://github.com/edgexfoundry/edgex-docs/pull/103)
   b. Any discussion items from the PR review we need to bring to the group?
   c. Next steps to bring to closure.

3.) Error Handling Improvement Suggestions
   b. Timing for incorporating suggestions? V1 or V2?
      i. Trevor’s preference is V2